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The helicopter industry, as in most industries,
incorporates many of the attributes of its previous designs
into its new products. New aircraft ara generally built
upon the successes of previous designs with minor changes
due to technological advances. These technological advances
usually relate to new materials and new methods of control
but hardly ever result in drastic changes to the aerodynamic
surfaces. These proven designs of the integral parts which
have specific aerodynamic characteristics are well
documented and extremely useful in the design process. It
is essential for the designer to have this corporate
knowledge of design trends for the design process as well as
for the validation of his design. This knowledge of design
trends is necessary for both the designer in industry and
the student in a learning environment.
Outside of specific helicopter companies, little has
been done to analyze the inter relationsnips that exist
between design parameters. These interrelationships provide
a bases for the simplification of assumptions and validation
of design results. This knowledge needs to be available to

the design student just as it is to tha design engineer so
that the information can be used for an analysis or
verfication during the design process. Therefore , it is
important that this information be readily available and
that the student have quick, easy and well defined access to
this infornaticn.
The retrieval and analysis of historical data is but one
part of the design process. Tha critical part is the actual
process whereby a conceptual design is accomplished through
many iterations. This process is long and involved but
provides the design student with a basic understanding of
the design process. For a more indepth study of the design
process it is necessary for the student to vary as many of
the design parameters as possible in order to see the
interrelationships that exist. This process also allows the
student to beccme intimately familiar with the problems and
needs of the designer.
To dat€ r no known programs for the IBM 3033 have been
prepared that will take the design student through the





The objective of this study was to develop an
interactive capability for the design szudant using the IBM
3033 computer. The program, if used a- the Naval
Postgraduate School, shculd be capable of providing
graphical representations of the critical data necessary for
a proper analysis in the data analysis phase. During the
conceptual design phase the program should allow for design
student/computer interaction so that the design student can
readily see the effects of varying critical parameters. To
maximize the assets available at the Naval Postgraduate
School, the Tektronix 618 dual screen system and the DISSPLA
[ Ref . 1] software system should be incorporated in the
structuring of the computer programs.
The programs should be designed primarily for the use of
Aeronautical Engineering students at the Naval Postgraduate
School enrolled in the Helicopter Performance, Helicopter
Design, and Advanced Helicopter Design courses.
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II. APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
A. INTRODUCTION
The basic approach was to write two computer programs
utilizing the DI SSP LA software system for use on the IBM
3033 using FORTRAN IV. The programs are completely
interactive, prompting the user for all necessary
information and -hen graphically depicting the information
in the form of tables on the IBM 3278 screen or as a graph
on either the Tektronix 6 18 screen or by use of the VER3ATSC
plotter. If the Tektronix machine is used, the displayed
graph can be copied directly using electrostatic copiers
attached to each machine.
B. ANALYSIS OF HELICOPTER DESIGN DATA
The first program consists of a historical data display
system that takes thirty critical design parameters and
allows the user -co select the parameters for analysis. The
user can then specify the page format as well as the number
of graphs per page of the finished graph. Subroutines
within the program ara as follows:
1. Block data
2. Data point identification
3. Graphical display formatting
12

C. CONCEPTUAL HELICOPTER DESIGN
Ths second program is written to correspond procedurally
WITH THE Helico£ter Design Manua 1 [Ref . 2 ] used in the AE
4306 Helicopter Design course at the Naval Postgraduate
School. The formulae necessary for the computation of each
section is provided in lieu of subroutine use. This allows
for guick and easy updating of the program as it becomes
necessary. Also, if the student desires, it can be seen how
the data that is received is computed. This program is
completely interactive and requires only that the student
have the information listed on the design specification
sheet and the accompanying charts and references necessary
for the required decisions during the design process. All
tables and graphs are generated and displayed either on the
IBM 3278 screen or the Tektronix 6 18 screen. Output for the
tabular data is provided en a separate file and the single
graph needed for design decisions can be obtained using the
electrostatic printers.
Detailed knowledge of the IBM 3033 computer is not
necessary. A familiarity of helicopter aerodynamics and
performance is, however, necessary for proper utilization of




III. SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS
A. DATA DISPLAY PROGRAM
Table I lists the thirty critical design parameters used
most often in any analysis of an aircrafts performance as





Number of main rotor blades
Number of tail rotor blades
Height of the main rotor system
Speed of the main rotor
Speed of the tail rotor
Chord of the main rotor
Chord of the tail rotor
Span of the main rotor
Span of the tail rotor
Twist cf the main rotor blade
Twist of the tail rotor blade
Frofile drag of the main rotor blade
Profile drag of the tail rotor blade
Disc loading of the main rotor system
Width cf the fuselage
Length of the fuselage
Frontal equivalent flat plate area











The above parameters have been daemed those most
critical to the design prccess. The airfoil data has been
extrapolated from NACA data and the specific helicopter
14

performance parameters have been extrapolated from the
various manuals for the specific helicopters. Tables III
through X, Appendix C, list the specific data utilized for
the study.
Table II lists the helicopters used for the analysis













All the helicopters selected for study were single main
rotor helicopters that are still in the active inventories
of the agencies listed. The selections were made with
deference to aircraft of the U.S. Army and U.S. Navy and
then to a representative sampling of the three major weight
classifications.
The data from Tables III through X can now be graphed in
the following combinations using the Data Display program:













a. Horizontal page format (11 X 8.5 inches)
b. Vertical page format (8.5 X 11 inches)
2. Two parameters versus a third
a. Horizontal page format (11 X 8.5 inches)
(1) Two axes on the abscissa scale
(2) Two axes on the ordinats scale
b. Vertical page format (8.5 X 11 inches)
(1) Two axes on the abscissa seals
(2) Two axes on the ordinate scale
3. Two X-Y plots on the same page with a horizontal
page format
4. Three parameters versus one common parameter
with a vertical page format
5. Four separate X-Y plots on the same page with a
horizontal page format
Figures 3.1. through 3.9., Appendix C, illustrate the
capability of the program. The program was devised so as to
allow the greatest flexibility for the analyst as to the
graphical presentation.
B. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PROGRAM
The design process is in accordance with the procedural
steps as outlined in the Helicopter Design Manual. The
16

program is devised so as to allow the design student the
ability to do a coaplete conceptual design at one sitting if
he is properly prepared. The program lists all critical
tables and information necessary for doing an analysis of
the design and also provides the necessary information to
prepare a written report. If the Tektronix dual screen
combination is used, the student has a graphical
representation of the total power curve at altitude
presented to him which must be used to extrapolate critical
design performance parameters. Figure 3.13. is a sample of
the graphical representation provided. Sample output is
provided in Appendix B to illustrate the capabilities of the
program and the possible usefulness to the design student.
17

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. DATA DISPLAY PROGRAM
This program provided good results in use for the
analyses of the design parameters considered, particularly
in the correlation between commonly used 'rules of thumb'
and graphical analyses of the same parameters.
The capability of the program could be enhanced in
several ways. First, additional single main rotor
heliccpters could be added to enable a more complete
analysis to be accomplished. Seccnd, the use of different
scales, such as the logrithmic scale, for the graphical
analysis could prove to be more suitable for some of the
parameters. Third, additional parameters that other
companies have compiled in their technical manuals could be
added for analysis.
B. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PROGRAM
This program provided information consistent with
existing aircraft. The interactive characteristic of the
program allows the student to actively participate in the
design process and, most importantly, the program allows the
student to vary parameters and see the effects of changing a
18

single parameter on the entire design process. If the
student was prepared and had all the appropriate references,
this process need only take an hour to complete one
iteration of the entire process. This allows for multiple
iterations, optimization, and parameter variation.
One problem with -he program is that it is only as good
as the assumptions that have been made for the model to
simplify the formulae used as given in Reference 3. A
crude approximation to existing aircraft can be made with
the understanding that the aircraft designed during this
process is merely a conceptual design and the beginning step
in the process for the final product. This model has beer-
developed so that changes made to the course can be
incorporated easily and that any corrections can be made
quickly. This program also can be run en any FORTRAN




A. USERS GUIDE TO THE DATA DISPLAY PROGRAM
The program has been written with the user in mind. It
is completely interactive once the program has been loaded
into the DISSPLA mode so that the user naei only read the
instructions presented on the screen carsfully.
Use the following procedure to invoke the Data Display
program once the Fortran program resides on the users disk.
1. Logon as normal at either a regular IBM 3278
terminal or at a Tektronix 618 dual screen terminal
2. Obtain the use of temporary storage space by
entering the following:
DEFINE STORAGE 1M (enter)
3. When the PSW '00020000 00000000' appears on the
screen type in;
I CMS (enter)
4. If the program has not been previously compiled on
your disk type in:
FORTGI HELODATA (enter)
5. When the program has been compiled you are ready
to enter into DISS PLA by typing in:
DISSPLA HELODATA (enter)
6. Follow the instructions given on the screen.
If you desire a hard copy of the graphs do the
following:
IBM terminal-- Exit the program and




TEK terminal— Press ths hard copy button
on the large monitor
B. FROGRAM NOMENCLATURE
MNEMONIC DEFINITION
ANS General variable for reading keyboard answers
B Number of main rotor blades
BTR Number of tail rotor blades
C Chord of a main rotor blade in feat
CDO Profile drag of a main rotor blade section
CDOTR Erofile drag of a tail rotor blade section
CTR Chord of a tail rotor blade in feet
DL Disc loading of the main rotor system
FH Frontal effective flat plate area in square feet
FV Vertical effective flat plate area in square feet
FWT Fuel weight in pounds
HOVIGE Hover ceiling (in ground effect) in fee-
HOVOGE Hover ceiling (out of ground affect) in feet
HT Height of the main rotor system above the
ground in feet
I Do loop variable
IPAK Array for packing legend information
KINDS Array for packing legend information
LGH Length of the fuselage in feet
LT length of the tail in feet
21

L WT Load weight in poinds
MGW Maximum gross weigh- in pounds
OPTION Term used in Switch subroutine for page formatting
OWT Operating weight in pounds
PANS References page format selection
R Main rotor radius in feet
RC Maximum rats of climb in feet per minute
RNG Maximum range in nautical miles
RPM Speed cf the main rotor system in RPM
RPMTR Speed cf the tail rotor system in RPM
RS Span of a. main rctor blade in feet
RSTR Span of a tail rctor blade in feet
RTR Tail rctor radius in feet
TEMPI Dummy parameter returned from subroutine
TEMP2 Dummy parameter returned from subroutine
TEMP3 Dummy parameter returned from subroutine
TITALT Program trip used in multiple axes plotting
TWOAX References which axis has two axes plotted
TWST Twist cf a main rotor blade in degrees
TWSTR Twist cf a tail rotor blade in degrees
VM Maximum velocity in knots
WDT Width cf the fuselage in feet




XANS Answer referenced to X axis selection
XANS1 Answer referenced to multiple X axes selection
XANS2 Answer referenced to multiple X axes selection
XMAX Maximum value of abscissa desirsd for plotting
XORIG Minimum value of abscissa desired for plotting
XPOS Array cf values referencing subplot, locations
of abscissas
XSTP Increment size between minimum and maxium of the
abscissa axis
XTWO Array returned from Switch subroutine containing
abscissas for plotting
X2ANS Array for X axis answers for two graph option
X4ANS Array for X axis answers for four graph option
Y Array returned from Switch subroutine containing
ordinates for plotting
YANS Answer referenced to Y axis selection
YANS1 Answer referenced to multiple ¥ axes selection
YANS2 Answer referenced to multiple Y axes selection
YMAX Maximum value of abscissa desired for plotting
YOEIG Minimum value of ordinate desired for plotting
YPOS Array of values referencing subplot locations
cf ordinates
YSTP Increment size between minimum and maxium cf the
abscissa axis
YTWO Array returned from Switch subroutine containing
ordinates for plotting
Y2ANS Array for Y axis answers for two graph option
Y3ANS Array for Y axis answers for three graph option
23

Y4ANS Array for Y axis answers for four graph op-ion
Z Array in subroutine switch for parameters
24
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A. USERS GUIDE TO THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PROGRAM
The design program has been developed with the user in
mind. The program is completely interactive in that it
prompts the user for any inputs needed. The following steps
should be taken to invoke the program and to get an output
file useable for analysis.
1. Logon as normal on either the IBS 3278 or the
Tektronix 618 dual screen system
2. Obtain temporary storage space by typing in:
DEFINE STORAGE 1M (enter)
3. When PSW '00020000 00000 000 •" appea rs on the screen
type in:
I CMS (enter)
4. If the program has not been compiled on your disk
yet type in the following:
FORTGI DESIGN (enter)
5. After the program has been compiled ycu are ready
to run the program by typing in:
DISS PL A (enter)
6. You will be asked to enter library functions or to
press enter. Press the enter key.
7. You will then be asked if you want additional
temporary space for shading, etc.. Again, press
the enter key.
8. Next you will be asked to enter any defined files




FILEDEF 08 DISK DESIGN (file name)
9. After entering the above line the screen will
flash and your FILEDEF should be listed on tha
bottom line of the existing FILEDEFS. If your
filedef is listed press the entar ice y to start
the program execution.
10. Follow the instructions givan on tha screan. You
will need the Helicopter Design Manual and tha
appropriata hana*outs7re'r'erencs3 to complete the
prccess.
11. If you are on the IBM 3273 terminal you will not
get a graDh, therefore, you must plot the total
power data by hand and extrapolate the neaied data
12. If you are using tha TEK 618 dual screan systam
a graph will be drawn of the total power curve
and its components at altitude whicn can
immediately be used to extrapolate tha necessary
data to complete the entire design process.
13. Note that the output file of all the information
that you have computed is in tha file that you
have defined. To get your data type in:
PRINT DESIGN (filename) (CC
B. PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE
DEFINITION
Sonic speed at standard sea level
Sonic speed at specification density altitude
Average aircraft serviceable life in years
Average flight hours per flight
Average flight hours per year per airframe
Ordinate intercept of fuel flow- horsepower curve
Maximum rate of climb calculation altitude
ALTSC Service ceiling altitude











ANS General variable for keyboard answer
AR Aspect ratio of the main rotor system
AREAMR Area of the main rotor disc
AREATR Area of the tail rotor disc
ARTR Aspect ratio of the rail rotor
ARVS Vertical stabilizer aspect ratio
AVAIL Availability of an engine
AVAILM Availability (multiple engine)
A11 Term in definition of THETA2
A 12 Term in definition of THETA2
A13 Term in definition of THETA2
A 14 Term in definition of THETA2
A80 Vertical stabilizer angle of attack at 80 knots
A90 Angle of attack of the advancing blade (radians)
A160 Vertical stabilizer angle of attack at 160 knots
A90D Angle of attack of the advancing blade (degrees)
A270 Angle of attack of retreating blade (radians)
A27QD Angle of attack cf retreating blade (degrees)
B Main rotor tip loss factor
BETA Slope of the fuel flow horsepowsr curve
BH Main rctor tip loss factor at a hover
BL Blade loading of the main rotor system
BLADES Number of main rotor blades
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BLADTR Numter of tail rotor blades
BS Term used in inbcard stall analysis
BTA Tail rotor tip loss factor at altitude
BTR Tail rotor tip less factor
BVS Span of the vertical stabilizer
CDO Coefficient of drag of a main rotor blade
CDOTR Coefficient of drag of a tail rotor blade
CHORD Chord cf a main rotor blade
CHORDT Chord of a tail rotor blade
CL Coefficient of lift of a main rotor blade section
CLA Lift curve slope of a main rotor blade section
CLMAX Maximum coefficient of lift for a blade section
CL80 Section coefficient of lift at 30 knots
CL160 Section coefficient of lift at 160 knots
COLL Collective position (radians)
COLLD Collective position (degrees)
COMPAR Weight variance parameter
CONST Constant value in ICAO formulae
COUNT Counter variable
CPC Correction to power coefficient
CPS Correction to pewer coefficient due to stall
CREW Number cf specified crew
CS Term used in stall analysis
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CT Main rotor coefficient of thrust
CTH Main rotor coefficient of thrust at a hover
CTTA Tail rotor coefficient of thrust at altitude
CTTR Tail rctor coefficient of thrust at sea level
CYCE Cyclic position (degrees)
CYCLIC Cyclic position (radians)
C1 Cost of main rctcr
C2A Cost of tail rotor
C2B Cost of tail rotor structure
C3 Cost of body
CU Cost of landing gear
C5 Ccst of nacelle
C6A Cost of engine
C6B Ccst cf drive system
C6C Cost of fuel tanks
C7 Ccst of flight ccntrols
C8 Cost of auxiliary power
C9 Cost of instruments
C10 Cost of hydraulics
C11 Cost cf electrical system
C12 Cost of avionics
C13 Cost of furnishings
C14 Cost of air and ice
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C15 Cost of load and handling
D Diameter of the rotor system
DA270 Blade angle of advancing blade (degrees)
DELTA Fuel flow ratio
DERE Error function
DL Disc loading of the main rotor system
DLAMB Term used in blade stall analysis
DP Parasite drag
DREF Acceptable error function
DW Powerplant dry weight of an engine
DWG Design gross weight
DWM Powerplant dry weigh- (multiple engine)
D1 Stall analysis parameter
D2 Stall analysis parameter
EFPAFF Effective flat plate area (horizontal)
EFPAVF Effective flat plate area (vertical)
EIW Engine installed weight
EIWM Engine installed weight (multiple engine)
ENGSEL Engine selected
ESHPR Estimated shaft horsepower required to hover
EW Estimated engine weight from weight estimations




E1 Stall analysis parameter
E2 Stall analysis parameter
E3 Stall analysis parameter
FL Factcr for landing gear weight approximation
FSLT Length of the fuselage
FSLTS Specification maximum length of the fuselage
FUEL Amount of fuel in pounds
FW Fuel weight in pounds
FWNEW Change in original fuel weight for printout
GALIN Internal fuel weight in gallons
3ALCUT External fuel weight in gallons
GAM Stall analysis parameter
GWSPEC Specification maximum gross weight
HL Life of the aircraft
HOVIGE Specification hover ceiling (in ground effect)
HP Hover power of the main rotor sysem (out of
ground effect)
ht Rotor system height above the ground
I Do loop parameter
IC Initial cost of an engine
ICM Initial costs (multiple engins)
IER Library function error code
IF Installation fraction
IHP Array for plotting
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IB Inflation rate in 1977 dollars
K Dc lcop parameter
KNOTS Increment for forward speed
KNT Increment for fcrward speed
KNTS Knots increment for table
KS Stall analysis parameter
LAMBDA Stall analysis parameter
LAMB1 Stall analysis parameter
LAMFR Used for reliability calculation
LCC Life cycle cost cf an engine
LCCM Life cycle cost (multiple engine)
LERR Acceptable error function
LG Type of landing gear
LOAD Loading used to find effective flat plate area
LREF Acceptable error function
LTR Length of the tail rotor
H Figure of merit
MACH Maximum allowable Mach number at sea level
MACHT Main rotor system tip Mach number
MAINT Maintainability of an engine
MAINTM Maintainability (multiple engine)
MAXRC Specification rate of climb



























Zerc angle of attack critical Mach number
Drag diver genes Mach number
Mean down time of an engine
Mean time between engine failures
Mean time between maintenance actions per engine
Mean time between repairs for an engine
Mean time between repair (multiple engine)
Tip Mach number of the main rotor system
IIP MACH NUMBER C? THE TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM
Advance ratio of the main rotor system
Advance ratio of the tail rotor system
Do loop parameter




Number of engine replacements (real or integer)
Number of engine replacements (multiple engine)
Number of landing gear
Number of engine replacements (integer)
Number of engine replacements (multiple engine)
Operating cost of an engine
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OLD Previous gross weight used for comparison
OMEGA Main rctor rotational velocity (radians)
OMEGTR Tail rctor rotational velocity (radians)
PA Specification pressure altitude
PADJA Adjusted power at altitude
PADJS Adjusted power at sea level
PALT Pate of climb pressure
PAVAIL Power available
PC Power to climb
PCMPA Array for compressible power at altitude
PCMPs Array for compressible power at sea level
PEOPLE Number of people
PI Induced power of the main rotor sys-.em
PIE Constant for value of pi
PIHP Induced power of the main rotor system in HP
PITLF Induced power (IGE) at a forward speed
PITLFA Induced power at altitude at forward speed
PITLFS Induced power at sea level at forward speed
PITLGE Induced power in ground effect
PITLGH Induced power at a hover
PITLH Induced power at a hover
PITLTF Induced power of the tail rotor in forward fligh*
PITLTR Induced power for the tail rotor
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PITRFA Induced pow*: of the tail roior at altitude
in forward flight
PITRFS Induced power of the tail rotor at sea level
in fcrward flight
PIVERT Induced power vertically
PIX Array used for plotting of total induced power at
sea level
PIY Array used for plotting total induced power at
altitude
PM Preventative maintenance cost of an engine
PMBS Elade stall power factor
PO Profile power of the main rotor' system
POC Frofile power to climb
POF Profile power at a forward spsei
POFA Profile power at altitude at forward speed
POFS Profile power at sea level at forward speed
POH Profile power at a hover
POHP Profile power of the main rotor system in HP
POTA Profile power of tail rotor at altitude
POTR Profile power for the tail rotor
POTRF Profile power of the tail rotor in forward flight
POTRFA Profile power of the tail rotor at altitude
in fcrward flight
POTRFS Profile power of the tail rotor at sea level
in fcrward flight
POX Array used for plotting of total profile power at
sea level





PPC Parasite power to climb
PPF Parasite power at a forward spead
PPFA Parasite power at altitude at forward spaed
PPFS Parasite power at s=a level at forward speed
PPOGE In ground effect distance parameter
PPOGEH Ground effect factor at a hovar
PPX Array used for plotting total parasite power a-
sea level
PPY Array used for plotting total parasite power a
altitude
PRESS Specification pressure altituda
PS Stall power
PSHP Phantom shaft horsepower
PT Total power of the main rotor system
PTACH Total power for the aircraft ~o hover
PTAH Total power of the aircraft to hover
PTAVAL Total power available
PTF Total power at a forward velocity
PTFA Total power at altitude at forward speed
PTFS Total power at sea level at forward speed
PTH Total power at a hover
PTHOVS Total power to hover
PTHP Total power of the main rotor system in HP
PTTAHP Total power of the aircraft to hover in HP
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PTTRF Total power of the tail rotor in forward flight
PTTRFA Total power of the tail rotor at altitude
in forward flight
PTTRFS Total power of the tail rotor at sea level
in forward flight
PTTRH Total power for the tail rotor at a hover
PTTRHP Total power for the tail rotor at a hover in HP
PTVERT Total power vertically
PTX Array used for plotting total power at sea level
PTY Array used for plotting total power at altitude
Q Production run quantity
R Rotor radius
RBS Retreating blade stall velocity
RC Recovery cost of an engine
RCLI3B Rate of climb
RCM Recovery cost (multiple engine)
RDC Research and development cost of an engine
RDCM Research and development costs (multiple engine)
RELY Reliability of an engine
RELYM Reliability (multiple engine)
REVWE Revised empty weight
REVWG Revised gross weight
RHOALT Density at specification density altitude
RHOMH Density at hover in ground effect ceiling
RHOS Density at service ceiling
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RHOSC Service ceiling density
RHOSL Sea level density
RNGMAX Maximum range as per specification
RNGNMX New maximum range
RSHPC Required shaft horsepower for cruise
RSHPME Required shaft horsepower for hx endurance speed
RSHRME Tonal required shaft horsepower for max enduracne
RSHFRC Total required shaft horsepower for cruise
RRSHP Required shaft horsepower
RSHPM Required shaft horsepower (military)
RSPEC Specification maximum rotor radius
RT Stall analysis parameter
RTR Tail rotor radius
S Main rotor planfcrm area for weight estimation
SB Eody surface area for weight estimation
SC Specification service ceiling
SFCC Cruise specific fuel consumption
SFCM Military specific fuel consumption
SFCN Normal specific fuel consumption
SHPC Cruise shaft horsepower
SHPM Military shaft horsepower
SHPMM Military shaft hcrsepower (multiple engine)
SHPN Normal shaft horsepower
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S IG Pressure ratio
SIGMA Solidity of the main rotor system
SIGTR Solidity of the tail rotor system
SIM Weight variance parameter
SPCLOD Specification useful load
STEP Variance parameter for iterations
STT Total tail surface area for weight estimation
SV Salvage value
SVM Salvage value (multiple engine)
TALT Rate of climb temperature
TEMP Specification temperature
THETA Temperature ratio
THETAO Collective angle in radians
THETA2 Cyclic angle in radians
TOTALC Total cost of an aircraft in a production run
TRIP1 Trips the program so that repetitive guestions are
repeated
TRIP2 Trips the proaram so that repetitive guestions are
repeated
TRIP3 Trips the program so that repetitive questions are
repeated
TRIPU Trips the program so that repetitive questions are
repeated
TRIP5 Trips the program so that repetitive questions are
repeated
TSHP Total shaft horsepower
TTR Thrust of the tail rotor
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TTR80 Tail rotor thrust at 8 knots
TTR160 Tail rotor thrust at 160 knots
TWIST Twist of main rotor blade
TYPE Type of helicopter (light , medium , heavy)
TYPEM Type of aircraft (ligh t, medium, heavy)
T1 Term used in defining THETAO
T2 Term used in defining THETAO
T3 Term used in defining THETAO
T4 Term used in defining THETAO
USELOD Useful load desired
VCR Cruise velocity as per specification
VELMAX Maximum forward velocity
VF Forward velocity
VFWD Forward velocity
VF80 Forward velocity at 80 knots in ft/sec
VF160 Forward velocity at 16 knots in ft/see
VI Induced velocity in a hcver
VINEW Induced velocity at hover
VIT Vertical induced velocity at a hover
VITNEW Induced vertical velocity at a hover
VITR Induced velocity of the tail rotor




VMAX Specification maximum forward velocity
VMAXE Maximum endurance velocity
VMAXF Maximum forward velocity in knots
VMAXK Initial forward velocity for stall analysis
VMAXE Maximum range velocity
VOPT Optimum velocity for aircraft in ft/sec
VOPTK Optimum velocity for aircraft in knots
VS Forward speed in ft/sec
VSK Forward speed in knots
VTIF Tip velocity of the main rotor system
VTIPTR Tail rotor tip velocity
VTNEW Solution to fourth order differential equation
WERT Vertical velocity
WE Manufacturers empty weight
WFC Cruise fuel flow rate
WFCE Fuel flow rate for cruise flight
WFM Military fuel flew rate
WFME Fuel flow rate for max endurance velocity
WFN Normal fuel flow rate
WG Gross weight
WGNEW New gross weight
WXO Transmission and oil weight




W2A Tail rotor weight
W2B Tail rotor structure weight
W3 Eody weigat




W6C Fuel tank weight
W7 Flight control weight






H14 Air and ice weight
W15 Load and handling wsight
XO Radius used for stall analysis (inboard)
XRLG Fixed or retractable landing gear
XS Radius outboard analysis
YMC Yearly maintenance cost of an engine
YMCM Yearly maintenance costs (mul-iple engine)
37

YOC Yearly operating cost of an engine
YOCM Yearly operating costs (multiple engine)
ZCMPLX Array for library function
ZHI Zero horsepower intercept
83
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Speed of the main rotor
Speed of the tail rotor
Chord of the main rotor
Chord of the tail rotor
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Span of the tail rotor
Twist of the main rotor blade
Twist of the tail rotor blade
Profile drag of the main rotor blade
Profile drag of ":he tail rotor blade
Disc loading of the main rotor system
Width of the fuselage
Length of th 3 fuselage
Frontal equivalent flat plate area
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Figure 3.6. Multiple Y Axes Plot (vertical page format)
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